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The interior is not just the universe of the private individual; it is also his etui.
?Walter Benjamin, "Paris, Capital of the Nineteenth Century"
Dialectical history is a history of the interaction between objects and subjects. the Great Exhibition of 1851, it maps out the contours of interiority in a world newly cap tivated by the peculiar resonance of things.
Though Bronte liked to think that her novel "touche [d] on no matter of public interest," its conception of the psychological interior was significantly inflected by its setting in mid century Thing City (Letters 3: 75) . Villette places interiority in an intimate connection with object-filled interiors even as it hopes for an inner life that eludes the varied fetishisms of Thing City. This nostalgia for a more pris tine and private form of psychological depth is, in turn, articulated in terms that reveal how entrenched persons are in the public em pire of things. Villette constitutes an attempt to negotiate between a critique of commodity fetishism and a paradoxically fetishistic pre occupation with the traces and tokens of in ner life. The novel suggests that the bourgeois subject, though it comes into being through its relations with things, is defined by the nos talgic notion that its true interiority has been lost under the pressure of things.
The City of Things Though Bronte was reluctant to concede the pervasiveness of Thing City, her novels and letters betray not just anxiety about but fas cination with relations between persons and things. She did much to cultivate the public image of a "retired wretch" and coyly insisted that Villette had nothing to contribute to the "topics of the day" George Smith asked for permission to market her novels, she balked at the "large letters" of the advertisements and agreed only "under protest, and with a kind of Ostrich-longing for concealment" {Letters 3: 77). The public image of a withdrawn spinster was more than an at tempt "to deflect attacks on her personal mo rality" (L. Miller 3) . The self-imposed ostrich blindness protected her not only against "sex ualized self-exposure" (Mermin 20) At the same time, as Pietz reminds us, "the fetish is ... something intensely personal, whose truth is experienced as a substantial movement from 'inside' the self" (11).
The conceptual paradox of the fetish con sists in its uncertain status: it is both common place (all commodities are fetishized) and rare (Pels 107-14). Bronte remarks on "the unique assemblage of all things... this mass of wealth from all the ends of the Earth" that under scores its mysterious appeal (Letters 2: 630 31). But on a subsequent visit she notes also that the halls were crammed with "the most remarkable curiosities" (650; my emphasis).
What she discerns about the Palace is, then, its resemblance to a cabinet of curiosities, a "unique assemblage" whose logic is pecu liar only to itself. As later commentators ob served, the exhibition "had at its root a single conception: that all human life and cultural endeavor could be fully represented by exhib iting manufactured articles" (Richards 17) .
But the principle of representation by means of objects was hardly a nineteenth-century in vention: it shared much with the more ancient philosophy of the Wunderkammer, which also relied on "the notion of a correspondence, At the close of volume 1, Lucy, suffering in isolation, experiences a "fever-fit" (167).
Though she likes to play up her singularity? the "shades of peculiarity" (108) Lucy is such that the only way for her to get "without the city-walls" (163) the initials surround her name with the lov ing wreath of her godmother's first and last names and form a sort of hieroglyphic, sig nifying in a semantic but also in an aesthetic way. In the pincushion, personal identity is materialized, and its materiality entails a psy chological (emotional, familial) being. One of the themes that define the fetish is, writes Pietz, the "subjection of the human body ...
to the influence of certain significant material objects that, although cut off from the body, function as its controlling organs at certain moments" (10). Though Pietz's formulation seems excessively anatomical (like Freud's idea of the fetish), his emphasis on the em bodiment of the person and the power of the object over "self-identity" helps clarify Lucy's relation to the red satin pincushion (10).14 Such relations to significant objects were far from singular and characterized an entire cul ture. The pincushion?an object imbued with a social value and a nostalgic aura?acquires a fetishistic significance because Lucy's relation to it is not entirely singular; it is the locus of that "inscription, displacement, reversal, and overestimation of value" that characterize the fetish as a historical, social object (Pietz 9).
Lucy's experience in the cabinet is at the outset visual, specular: her eyes blink, "baf fled" by the sensation of deja vu or uncanny repetition when she realizes that "ten years ago shone reflected in that mirror" (168, 169). But as the scene develops, tactile sensations vie for primacy with visual ones. The pincushion is an artifact of Lucy's domestic labor, and the chamber is crowded with objects that she made "stroke by stroke, and touch by touch" (166).
The tangibility of the pincushion is somehow critical to Lucy's subjective reconstitution. Bronte's Villette, where diffuse home sickness amounts to an art form, elaborates on these themes by mounting a nostalgic defense of interiority at a moment when the genre of the novel has no need to defend its claims to the terrain of psychology. In Bronte, the novel feels homesick while being at home.
But Lucy is frequently homeless, like "a place less person in debt" (43) Lucy is left with is more properly a bourgeois interior than a "home"?it is a home in which she must remain "homesick"?for the object dearer to her than herself will never be found there. At the end of the narrative, Lucy is only marginally less "placeless" than at its outset, and the well-arranged furniture, as much as it evokes the idealized space of her lost child hood, is emptied out and reduced to noth ing but itself, a dollhouse. The well-arranged furniture represents an ambivalent site for psychic life: in the sea-green cabinet it is vital to self-identity, but ultimately it is shown to be deeply problematic in its reliance on ide Though Lucy recovers her senses only by locating herself amid the furniture of the parlor, she is concerned throughout the narrative about being reduced to the status of "unobtrusive articles of furniture, chairs of ordinary joiner's work, and carpets of no striking pattern" (98). Indeed, the novel is a protest against being regarded as a "passive thing" (104). While Lucy apprehends herself as a meuble, she cannot bear to be one. She resists not so much becoming commodified as she does becoming an "unobtrusive" piece of furniture, an "ordinary" chair or carpet.
In her own words, she would not mind be to strike Paul with an "obtrusive ray" than remain an "unobtrusive" piece of furniture.
Rhetorically, she seems to disown the orna ments by calling them "luckless" "small" "scrap [s]" and "silly bit [s] ," signaling how precarious she considers the link between her sense of self and the "lady's things" she wears.
To be sure, one way to invent interiority is to proclaim to have no investment in material things at all. But her complicated relation to these material fragments speaks volumes about the difficulty of distinguishing between interiority and "lady's things." The desire to "obtrude" on the eyes, a symptom of her need for recognition and thus of her psychological depth, is much like a desire to be a curiosity. Paulina, Lucy's distant relative and par tial "double" (278) ness, remarks that she is like a "perfect cabi net of oddities" (27). In comparing her to a cabinet of curiosities, the novel finds the most poignant image of the relation between inte riority and material objects in the nineteenth century. According to the OED, a cabinet is a "room devoted to the arrangement or display of works of art and objects of vertu," "a mu seum," a "case for the safe custody of jewels, or other valuables" and a "secret receptacle" or "treasure-chamber" ("Cabinet"). Bronte's myopia and the visual bafflement of the exhibi tion (226). 14 Logan insists that parlor ornaments are not fetishes, but she may do so because, out of a concern to maintain the theoretical viability of the concept of fetishism, she relies on a strictly psychoanalytic meaning of the term (103-04).
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